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Is it reality television or realistic television? This question
demands an urgent and necessary answer when “our
beauty queens” become the subject matter of such tele-
vision, especially since the beauty queen no longer rep-
resents a fantasy creature, a flawless role model for
young women in terms of her behavior, actions, and
activities sponsoring the disabled, children, and elderly.
Instead, our beauty queen has become a topic of inspec-
tion, at least before she became a beauty queen. Before
becoming a queen, she underwent a difficult experience
with her fellow candidates. She underwent that experi-
ence on air and on live broadcast on a daily basis 24
hours a day. She and 15 contestants showcased their
intelligence and education directly on live television. This
is what makes it crucial to distinguish between reality
television and realistic television.

Nadine is the beauty queen, “our” beauty queen. She is
also the holder of a “political position” that never fails to
believe in conspiracy theory - the theory that all her
female colleagues conspired against her. As for her first
runner-up, Lamita, she made a record rebellious exit on
air and left the stage without congratulating her com-

petitor. But this is the same Lamita who is elegant,
peaceful to the extent of sarcasm in days fraught with
problems and fights among contestants and the one
with earth-shattering replies that made a kilogram of
cotton weigh less than a kilogram of metal. Apart from
Nadine and Lamita, 14 potential beauty queens had their
daily lives aired on live broadcast television. These daily
lives encompassed excursions of gossip, grudges, envy,
deception, and a resort to famous sayings that turned
Maurice Awwad into a contemporary of Gibran Khalil
Gibran, and Nelson Mandela into a character of anony-
mous time and place. 

Is this reality or realistic representation? Are we before a
micro-society that sums up the young Lebanese woman’s
reality, or are we before 16 female fashion models? If we
admit, for argument’s sake, that we are before a repre-
sentative sample of female models — that is, if we admit
that these 16 represent a large segment of Lebanese
females in their attitudes, behavior, and nature, this
would force us to admit that we have entered the media
reality phase where distinction is no longer possible
between billboard girls and any random young female
passerby. However, though this assumption gains
strength from observation and shallow-level commen-
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pay attention to the way they dress. Most often they realize
that they don’t need to diet, all they need is to work out in
order to remain physically fit. Through sports men aspire to
acquire the perfect figure and rarely do men contemplate
plastic surgery. Being slim and fit are necessities among
teenagers, be they male or female. However, one has to
admit that females are more obsessed with their weight
than men. Moreover, unlike women who often diet to attain
the perfect figure, men concentrate on sports and prefer to
exercise. Many of the girls interviewed admitted that they
do not eat dinner so as not to put on weight. Besides, a lot
are thin and fit, yet they still insist on taking extra care of
their figure. Nadine is the only plump girl who is content
with her figure and has accepted the fact that she is over-
weight. Her brother, on the other hand, often asks her to
pay more attention to her weight problem and encourages
her to diet. 

Role Models 
A father who is successful and holds a good job such as an
army officer or a university professor, is usually considered  a
role model or hero by his son. Sometimes a maternal uncle,
usually living abroad, who is a successful businessman or an
athlete, may also serve as a teenager’s idol or hero. For girls,
mothers are their role models especially if they belong to
popular and poor backgrounds. Yet, most of the time a
teenager’s role model is a teacher. Herein lies the importance
of the school and the faculty in the life of the teenager.
Thus, it is imperative to provide education for all and to train
the faculty thoroughly. Moreover, special emphasis ought to
be given to the choice of schoolbooks and to sex education. 

Yet, based on the research undertaken we realized that in
poor backgrounds, the youth tend to identify with a famous
female/male singer. The massive proliferation of television
programs, artistic and musical in nature, that have burst
upon the Arab world drawing huge audiences is worth
investigating given that Arabs from different backgrounds
and communities spend their evenings glued to their televi-
sion sets watching these programs. What is the purpose
behind such programs? Why do the youth of both sexes
pass time watching them? Is it because of the loneliness
they suffer? Or because of the frustration that has resulted
from the many defeats the Arabs have experienced? Or is it
because of the absence of hope, or because of the preva-
lence of autocratic regimes? If some of these programs rep-
resent what is presently “fashionable” in art and singing,
and if we agree that a few enjoy an average artistic level
then soon they will become the norm. Every new trend in
society raises a lot of objections at first; however, with time
it becomes accepted and develops into a characteristic of
the period. (Let us not forget that the classical songs sung
by Abdel Haleem Hafez and some of his contemporaries,
such as Shadia, were called “taqateek” (or very light popu-
lar music) in the beginning given that the songs were con-
sidered light music in comparison to tarab or authentic Arab
music.) The trend nowadays is to invest in programs that

host the latest “clip singers” who, instead of capitalizing on
their talent, take advantage of their physical attraction to
promote themselves. These artists are bold to the point of
vulgarity. Instead of art the audience is entertained with
flesh. Pornography and the willingness to strip have
replaced talent. The question remains: What do these pro-
grams represent for the viewer? What do these phenomena
symbolize? Do these programs really represent the ideal for
the youth in their behavior and aspirations?

Are the youth in the Arab world divided into those who view
light artistic programs and others who follow religious pro-
grams aired on the satellite channels? The latter programs also
have their heroes and heroines, such as Amr Khaled who pro-
motes the nominal religious symbols, namely wearing the veil
yet dressing in modern clothes, and praying and fasting yet
putting into practice all aspects of modernization. 

Friendship Between the Sexes
The higher one climbs the social ladder, the more recurrent
the interaction between the sexes and the more probable
and possible the friendship between them. Friendship
between the sexes is a privilege only educated and affluent
girls enjoy. Poor girls are more reserved and unapproachable
when discussing the subject. Sometimes just mentioning the
subject is frowned upon. 

Music and Reading
Listening to music is a youth distraction par excellence and
is sought universally. Youth listen to all sorts of music
depending on age and social class. Yet, one must admit that
music nowadays is part and parcel of a teenagers’ life, with
some unable to imagine life without it. Unlike music, read-
ing is practiced by the select few and is seen as an obliga-
tion by most young people. It is crucial to investigate the
reasons behind such a serious crisis and work on finding a
rapid and serious solution if we are hoping to improve our
deteriorating position on the international scene. 

Violence
Domestic violence was detected as a problem the young suf-
fer from. The violence ranges from verbal to psychological to
physical abuse. Some of the young people interviewed
admitted that domestic violence existed in their families but
it was mostly verbal violence. Among certain families battery
was also used when the respondents were young. Yet, many
affirmed that the beatings lessened with the passage of time
and became practically non-existent at the onset of puberty.
However, such is not always the case given that three cases
were detected where battery and abuse were more preva-
lent and consistent than the rest of the cases. It is worth
mentioning that psychological and verbal abuse is mostly
prevalent among poor families. Moreover, mothers more
than fathers make use of verbal abuse and upper class
fathers do not employ violence. 

Translated by Myriam Sfeir * Habalon in slang means stupidity
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Venue: UN House, Beirut – Lebanon. 
The overarching objective of the Seminar is to strengthen
the capabilities of both governments and leaders of youth
organizations of the 23 countries in the Middle East to
design, implement, evaluate and re-direct a national youth
policy and programme of action. 

More specifically, the Seminar will promote alliance build-
ing among stakeholders and enable them to: 
1. Identify the priority problems facing youth and society in
their country; 
2. Discuss proposals for solving those problems with the
full participation of young people and their formal and
informal structures; 
3. Agree on a coherent set of proposals and promote their
implementation; 
4. Network and share good practices among governments
and NGOs; 
5. Undertake assessments (short and medium-term moni-
toring and consequent adjustment of programmes en
route) and periodic longer-term evaluation and modifica-
tions.

Satin Rouge
Modern day Tunis. Lilia is a settled woman and an attentive
mother. She believes her daughter, Salma, is having an
affair with Chokri, a musician in the ‘Red Satin’ cabaret. A
new world opens up to her that is repugnant yet tempting. 

Doing it
Four young women who grew up in four radically different
environments explore one topic: their sexuality. Taboo sub-
jects such as sexual harassment, masturbation, and
HIV/AIDS disclosure are addressed with refreshing candor.

Lebanese Short Films 

Ca Veut Dire Quoi Quand C’est Bleu?
Michele is receiving some friends for a farewell dinner
because she is leaving the following day to the United
States of America to persue her studies. Or maybe not...

Une Visite
A woman draws a comparison between her husband and
her lover: the husband who, with time, is becoming less
interested in her, while the lover is caring and passionate. 

Xxtra L
The subject of women’s sexuality is still a forbidden topic in
our society. 

taries, it becomes uncertain upon a deeper understand-
ing of the reality television program format and upon a
more accurate observation of the nature and extent to
which everyday girls identify with television reality girls. 

Because any attempt to analyze this phenomenon from a
theoretical perspective remains mere speculation not
based on tangible reality, exactly as air devoid of oxygen,
the best approach for analysis and consideration remains
the field observation approach; that is, acquiring views
from those most influential and subject to being influ-
enced by this phenomenon – young women. According to
young female university students (belonging to the middle
class and pursuing their studies at the Lebanese American
University), what we are trying to understand does not
apply only to reality television and its consequences but
actually outlines the nature of the controversial relation-
ship between the female and reality television. 

Wendy, a female university student, did not hesitate to
repeat the phrase “it’s depressing” when asked about
her view of the beauty queen selection experience via
reality television. Her statement stems from the follow-
ing: This program confirmed that the more Lebanese a
girl is in her social upbringing, the more shallow she is,
concerned only with appearance; that is, the Lebanese
young woman continues to be a prisoner of her social
context, which refuses to view her outside the “be pret-
ty and stay silent” perspective. Farah insisted on repeat-
ing that phrase in French before she added to her speech
a group of phrases of the type “the most important is
internal beauty” and “education is paramount” in an
attempt to ridicule the actions and pronouncements of
the latest Miss Lebanon contestants. Farah is majoring in
Trade Sciences, and she continued: “Terrible failure,
mindless girls who earned a diploma in madness. All they
care about is rehearsing the questions and how to
answer them during the event and they forgot to answer
the most important question: What are they doing in
life?” Farah allowed herself to answer the question: “All
they seek is men chasing after them.”

Regardless of the accuracy of Farah’s description, her
answer raises another question: To what degree does this
apply to young Lebanese women in general? In other
words, if we admit that these girls have no concern in life
other than seeking men chasing after them, does this
apply to the image and reputation of the young Lebanese
woman in general? Farah, in turn, refused to accept this
comparison. Yet her colleague, Yasmina, a Hotel
Management major, noted that the young Lebanese
woman loves appearances and yields to the media’s
stereotypical image of herself. The gist of the discussion
between Farah and Yasmina is that both believe that Miss
Lebanon contestants represent 70 percent of Lebanese

young women. This belief, however, did not worry Rasha,
a Communication Arts major. Rasha does not doubt the
shallowness and naïveté of the majority of the program’s
contestants, yet she refuses to view them as acting proto-
types because the realism of their television reality is
doubtable. Rasha thus undermines the realism and natur-
al behavior of what we viewed in the Miss Lebanon daily
life episodes, particularly since nothing confirms the real-
ism of what they show or removes the “theatrical acting”
feature; as such, it is not possible to view these models of
doubtable realism as representative, even though Rasha
herself does not deny that the young Lebanese woman
generally identifies with many of the behaviors aired on
the daily journals of “our beauty queens”.

The above does not mean that all those interviewed
object to that aspect of the program. Maya, an Economic
Sciences major, has a different opinion. To her, the mis-
sion of Miss Lebanon contestants is not representing the
young Lebanese woman, saying: “It’s not their business
to represent the young Lebanese woman.” In her view,
they are participating in a program in search of fame and
“reality TV” facilitates and accelerates that search. As for
the manifestations of gossip, envy and hatred, these can
be attributed to the high-pressure conditions to which
the contestants were subjected, “24 hours a day at
home, what else can girls do?” That is, Maya attributed
contestants’ psychological instability to their boredom.
Though Maya does not deny that the program has neg-
ative aspects, such as specifying unrealistic physical
attributes for contestants, which might define the femi-
nine image by imaginary features, she classifies this neg-
ativity as belonging to the empty half of the glass.

While Farah and her colleague Yasmina chatted about
Miss Lebanon news, Yasmina told Farah sarcastically
about the social activities of the recently elected Miss
Lebanon, Nadine Njeim, who opened a hair salon. Farah
replied to her: “But the hair salon is great” then went
silent for a while and added: “Really, I mean it. The hair
salon is great.” Of course, Farah and Yasmina consider
themselves among the 30 percent who do not seek
money and fame. As for Maya, she says: “But girls are
jealous. That’s why they criticize the program.”

Is it reality television or realistic television? Not even sci-
entific statistics can accurately answer this question.
When Woman becomes the exclusive topic of this televi-
sion, the answer becomes more complicated. And what
is even more complicated than that is that we live
stranded in a reality where the thin line between televi-
sion and truth is almost invisible. Between Farah and
Maya is a television, a television that resembles nothing
but itself.

Translated by Hania Jurdak
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Announcement

Sign-on letter Calling on Governments to Universally Reaffirm
and Implement the Beijing Platform for Action 
We, the undersigned international and national non-govern-
mental organizations, networks, and parliamentarians from
every region of the world, representing great political, social
and religious diversity, underline the importance to us and to
women worldwide of the ten-year review of the Beijing
Platform for Action and the 30-year Anniversary of the First
UN World Conference on Women, held in Mexico in 1975. 

Noting that the objectives of the ten-year review of the
Beijing Platform for Action and the Outcome Document of
the 23rd Special Session of the General Assembly are to iden-
tify achievements, gaps and challenges in their implementa-
tion and emphasizing the need for high-level governmental
participation at the 49th Session of the Commission on the
Status of Women (CSW), we urge governments gathered at
the 49th Session of the CSW to: 
1. Universally reaffirm the Beijing Declaration and Platform
for Action and the Outcome of the 23rd UN General
Assembly Special Session (Beijing +5);
2. Re-commit to immediate national level implementation
of the Beijing Platform for Action and the Outcome of
Beijing + 5;
3. Recognize that the realization of the Millennium
Declaration and Millennium Development Goals depends on
achieving the human rights and empowerment of all women,
the attainment of gender equality and full implementation of
the Beijing Platform for Action; 
4. Commit to incorporating these into the discussions and
outcomes of the Millennium Summit at all levels. 
http://www.peacewomen.org/campaigns/countriesindex.html

Seminar

Arab Regional Training Seminar on National Youth Policy in
cooperation with the International Council on National
Youth Policy (ICNYP) and UNICEF, Beirut - Lebanon. 
27-29 September 2005
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